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FOLDING WALLS & FOLDING DOORS

mono
spacers

Flexibility
with robust
With the Mono Parthos emphasises the most essential
aspects of movable walls: flexibility and the efficient use

mono

of space in as simple a form as possible.
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The single panels form the basis of a robust accordionstyle folding wall that is very easy to use. The ball bearing
trolleys with PVC treads run smoothly and silently along
the high-quality aluminium track. This hard-wearing system
guarantees easy and especially fast operation.
The Mono does not require floor guides.

Parthos’ wall systems aren’t only easy to use, they’re also
easy to assemble. It’s easy to install the wall: using clear
assembly instructions, the Mono can, in principle, be
installed by one person. Of course, you can always call
upon one of our experienced assembly teams.

For more than forty years, Parthos has been the
most versatile manufacturer of movable wall

simplicity

systems. We assign the highest possible priority to
traditional craftsmanship and a high standard of
quality. One of our specialities is the development
of flexible space-saving solutions for schools,
restaurants, shopping centres, hotels and

The Mono is available in diverse panel widths and many

commercial buildings. Parthos was the first

combinations are possible: closure on one side, centre

manufacturer in this area to receive ISO 9001-

closure or closure on both sides. It’s also possible to

2000 certification. Our greatest strength lies in

connect several walls together. The closing post is fitted

our ability to deliver custom work.

with a simple lock function. Parthos also offers a heavier
lock and a cylinder euro lock.

When the wall is completely open, the panels form an
attractive partition that takes up very little space. Add
the favourable price and a wide range of finishes and
you’ll see why the Mono proves its worth in commercial
and industrial building as well as in the home.
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Mono
• single folding wall

Type

Mono

• choice of several panel widths

Wall height

500-3700 mm

• perfectly easy to operate

Wall width

max 15000 mm

• easy assembly
• very attractive price

per wing
Panel width

• large selection of finishes

120, 150, 200
of 250 mm

• very “space friendly”

Board material

14-16 mm

• multiple closures

Vertical profiles

PVC hinge profiles

• minimal (architectural) facilities required

Closing profiles

anodised aluminium

Weight

ca. 11 kg/m2

Parthos retains the right to make product changes without notice.

Are you interested in different product finishes or
sizes? Please don't hesitate to contact us. We will
gladly inform you of all the possibilities. Parthos retains
the right to make product changes without notice.
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Playing with space
Already since 1968 Parthos produces folding doors.
From that time Parthos is known as a worldwide supplier
of space-saving folding doors.

With Parthos Spacers, you no longer have to take into
account the rotation of (cupboard) doors. Where revolving
doors can mean a (space)problem, the Spacers from
Parthos offer the ultimate solution. In no time you can
turn these folding doors into a partition between study,

ultimate solution for extra space and comfortable living!
Spacers hang from a rail so you aren’t bothered by
annoying floor guides. Our folding doors are a contemporary, stylish asset for your interior.

Spacers are available in different types: Prince, Royal and Classic.
All three types of panels connect to one another with steel springs and
wooden hinge frames. This unique and patented Parthos invention

spacers

work or play corners and other spaces. They are the

guarantees smooth operation and a long and problem-free lifespan.
Thanks to the wide selection of quality veneers, the Prince, Royal and
Classic fit seamlessly in every interior, from modern to classical.
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For more c
Prince
The Prince is characterised by its elegant, slim-line
panels. With the Prince, you are guaranteed an extremely
functional space-maker.

Royal
The Royal is a folding door with panache. Its perfectly
finished, broad panels give your interior an extra stylish
look.

Classic
The Classic is the ultimate combination of privacy and
spaciousness. The panes in the broad panels provide a
sophisticated incidence of light and give your living or
work area extra dimension.

The panes are available in transparent or smoke-coloured
shock-resistant acrylic or bevelled glass.

Page 110
The slim-line panels of the Page 110 give your interior
an extra modern look. This functional folding door
allows you put your living or work areas to optimal use.

Page 150
The Page 150 has wider panels than the Page 110.
That means this folding door takes up even less space
when folded up. Talk about creating space! This stylish
folding door enables you to decorate your interior tastefully and very practically.
Page 110, 150, 150 Glass

Prince, Royal, Classic
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omfort
Page 150 Glass
Do you like lots of light and space? Then be sure to
choose the Page 150 Glass. The panes in the panels
provide extra light and give your living or work space a
contemporary cachet.

All Spacers folding doors are fitted with a locking
function. When folded up the panels take up very little
space. In short: the best possible way to create space!

Spacers are easy to assemble yourself. The folding
door includes clear assembly instructions as well as all
the required accessories.

Parthos’ Spacers offer you many possibilities. You can
determine whether the door closes on the left or right,
in the centre or on both sides. Spacers can even be
connected at right angles. Curved rails are also possible.
Now that’s really playing with space!

Even though the Parthos Spacers concept has been on
the market for many years, it still offers a suitable solution
to almost any contemporary, everyday space issue.
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